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Bob Spain's Canoeing Guide and Favorite Texas Paddling Trails
A Paddler's Guide to Eastern North Carolina
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Covering the Saranac Lakes, St. Regis Wilderness Area, Santa Clara Tract, Five Ponds Wilderness,
Whitney Wilderness, Raquette River & Cranberry Lake Wild Forest.

Canoeing and Kayaking Ohio's Streams
A Paddler's Guide to Missouri
Maps and details of Ozarsk streams and rivers that can be explored by canoe or kayak.

Paddling Montana
A guide to Canoe Country -- Ontario's Quetico Provinical Park adjoining Wisconsin's Boundary Waters
Canoe Area. Includes detailed route descriptions, maps showing all access points, important river
features and accurate portage lengths.

Paddling Britain
Take the path less traveled along lesser-known waterways. Some of the routes featured in this book are
little known; some haven't been documented for as long as 50 years. The 15 trips range from two to
eight days, involve all types of water, and are suitable for canoeists of all skill levels. Trips include:
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Wabakimi Provincial Park Steel River Loop Chapleau and Nemegosenda Rivers Wakami Lake Loop
Ranger Lake Loop Dunlop Lake Loop Lac aux Sables/Bark Lake Loop Nabakwasi River Loop Four M
Circle Loop Tatachikapika River Chiniguchi River Temagami's Canton Lakes Marten River Provincial
Park South River York River

Paddling Southern Wisconsin
From the canyons of Big Bend to the cypress swamps of Pine Island Bayou, the waters of Texas have
something for most every type of paddler and every paddling mood. One might float the diminutive
Comal River, argued to be the shortest river in the world. Another might dig deep and follow the fourday, 260-mile route of the Texas Water Safari, which Canoe & Kayak Magazine referred to as “The
World’s Toughest Canoe Race.” Whitewater is here too. Lakes are as well. And, the Texas Gulf Coast
is home to sandy beaches, knobby mangroves, and sea grass flats. Meanwhile, Texas is home to some of
the fastest growing cities in America. And, paddling is the fastest growing outdoor sport in the country.
“Paddling Texas” is a guide for those who are new to either and all those who love both. Featured trips
offer easy access, secure environments, good facilities, great fishing, superb wildlife viewing, and
beautiful scenery. “Paddling Texas” gives recreational paddlers and anglers all the information they’ll
need to paddle many of the best trips in Texas.

Paddling Wisconsin
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The Paddler's Guide to Victoria
This new, unique guide from Bradt is the definitive guide to stand up paddle boarding across British
coastlines and inland waterways. Written by Lizzie Carr, aka Lizzie Outside, Britain's best known
paddle boarder, it reveals the 50 best places to go paddle boarding in Britain, from Devon and Cornwall
to Monmouthshire, Norfolk, Cumbria and the Cairngorms. It also provides the full run-down on
everything you need to know for successful and enjoyable stand up paddle boarding, from safety tips to
kit, weather watching to paddling responsibly. In addition it covers options for canoeing and kayaking.
The waters of England, Wales and Scotland are all featured, from rivers and canals to coastal strips and
island circuits. Stand up paddle boarding is sweeping across the Britain, giving people the opportunity to
explore some of the most remote and untouched parts of the country that would otherwise be left
inaccessible. Whether you're looking for inspiration, a weekend adventure or a more daring paddle
boarding challenge, this book reveals the best spots to stand up paddleboard across Britain. Described in
loving detail and with gentle humour, each location contains practical information about how to find
these remote spots and what to expect on your journey. The author, Lizzie Carr, says: 'this book
responds to the countless questions I receive regularly from paddle boarders looking to explore new
places and get new experiences from their SUP. Whether people want to take their families for a
weekend adventure or enjoy a camping getaway with friends this book - the first SUP guide on the
market - aims to answer these questions and inspire people to get outside and explore the UK water
scene both coastal and inland.'
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Paddling Texas
A guide to some of Ontario's best canoe routes, including detailed descriptions, maps of access points,
portage lengths and specific advice about the route.

Adirondack Paddler's Guide
"A comprehensive field and paddling guide for Parks Canada's Lake Superior National Marine
Conservation Area. This book is for you if you wish to find ways to explore the LSNMCA region
thoughtfully and safely, whether by water or through stories. We have tried to capture the sense of
wonder we feel on Lake Superior by including information on the many stories and aspects of this great
lake - historical, ecological, cultural, as well as recreational.

The Paddler's Guide to Michigan
• More than 50 paddle routes on protected bodies of water • An easy-to-use, informative guide for trips
primarily within an hour's drive of Portland • For weekend warriors, families, and others looking to float
or paddle at a relaxed pace Maine is one of the premier paddling destinations in North America. And
across the Greater Portland–Southern Maine region, paddlers can find plenty of protected, flat water to
play in, whether canoeing, kayaking, floating, or coasting along on an SUP. Paddling Southern Maine
includes maps, photographs and suggested routes, with a strong focus on safe and responsible paddling
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and environmental awareness. There is an "At a Glance" chart to help you find just the outing you're
looking for, and none of the trips require shuttling or portaging. The authors note the skill level and
endurance needed for each trip, and there are fun outings for novices and strong, experienced paddlers,
alike. Co-authors Sandy Moore and Kimberlee Bennett are long-time Maine paddlers. Sandy Moore is a
former Registered Maine Guide and ACA (American Canoe- Kayak-SUP-Raft-Rescue Association)
Kayak Instructor. Passionate about introducing people to the world of paddling, she believes that
kayaking, SUPing, and canoeing are the perfect methods for people with a wide range of abilities to
explore nature from a unique and intimate perspective. Kimberlee Bennett is an experienced kayaker
who has explored and photographed numerous paddling destinations throughout Maine. She has
documented many of her excursions on her blog, www.kayakinginmaine.blogspot.com. She is an
educator with 19 years of experience including her role as a special education teacher and in her current
position as a high school assistant principal. This is her first book.

A Paddler's Guide to Everglades National Park
A guide to the twenty canoeing, kayaking and hiking trips in Ontario's Killarney-French River, including
detailed route descriptions, maps showing all access points, important river features and accurate portage
lengths.

Paddling the Ozarks
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A guide to the twenty top river trips through the wilds of Ontario and Quebec, including detailed route
descriptions, maps showing all access points, important river features and accurate portage lengths.

Paddling Southern Maine
With gushing springs, clear-water streams, lush hardwood forests, and limestone bluffs rising hundreds
of feet, the Ozarks offer enough paddling to fill a lifetime, including seven streams in the National Wild
& Scenic Rivers system and three rivers protected by national parks. Paddling the Ozarks details 40 of
the region's best paddling trips—classic floats, hidden gems, scenic lakes, and challenging whitewater.
Waterways ranging from southern Missouri to northern Arkansas to Oklahoma’s Cookson Hills with
year-round classics like the Current River, Jacks Fork, NF White, and Eleven Point make this the
essential guide to paddling the Ozarks. Paddling the Ozarks reveals that what some call flyover country
is better described as paddle-through. Look inside to find: GPS coordinates for every put-in/takeout
Detailed river descriptions Maps showing access points and river miles Level of difficulty, optimal
flows, rapids, and other hazards

A Paddler's Guide to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
New in this edition: Ten new routes, 64 added pages, updated text -- an essential purchase of a revised
classic. Review of previous edition: The book is much more than a trip guide. Callan weaves in
anecdotes from his own trips, so there's all the nuts and bolts info but with some good stories thrown in.
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-- The Journal of Canadian Wilderness Canoeing Ontario's Algonquin Park is one of North America's
foremost canoeing destinations. Only a day's journey from the Great Lakes and much of the Eastern
Seaboard, and 200 miles from Toronto, it's a paddler's paradise of spectacular lakes, rivers and marshes
surrounded by maple hills and rocky ridges. The only way to explore the interior of the park is by canoe
or on foot, where you will be rewarded with a chorus of wolves howling and the echoing call of loons.
You may also see more of the abundant wildlife that call it home: moose, white-tailed deer, beaver,
black bears, and more than 300 bird and 30 reptile species. This revised and updated edition of A
Paddler's Guide to Algonquin Park has 64 more pages, 10 new canoe routes for a total of 35, new
photographs by Callan, and detailed redesigned maps showing portages and permitted campsites. Callan
has chosen routes of varying difficulty and experience, from easy to deep backcountry. Along with
updates of information according to changes in park conditions, regulations, closed routes and so on, the
book includes this essential information: Route difficulty Portages Campsite locations Put-in and takeout recommendations Alternative access points Updated list of local outfitters and guides Updated web
sites and more. Kevin Callan has paddled Algonquin Park for three decades. His practical advice and
lively descriptions are like having him sitting in the lead canoe -- and that would be an adventure.

A Paddler's Guide to Quetico and Beyond
Paddling Illinois
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“Navigating the 1.5-million-acre Everglades National Park just got easier. From lists of necessary tools
for a safe, dry and successful adventure to locating ground and beach campsites for weary campers to
rest their boards, the guide works.”—St. Petersburg Times “This well-organized, clearly written guide . . .
covers all the conceivable necessities. . . . Invaluable.”—Tampa Tribune “[Molloy] describes
backcountry campsites; unusual chickees to Calusa Indian mounds to beachfront islands. . . . A good
starting point for those who would attempt such an up-close visit to the Everglades.”—Ocala Star-Banner
“After learning all about the Everglades in this book, you might want to get out and see this unique
place firsthand.”—Fairchild Tropical Garden Magazine “Offers important information for boaters (tidal
activity, campsites, routes to avoid, what to pack, wind challenges, approximate paddling time, and
much more) and includes detailed maps . . . . [Molloy's] writing style is both authoritative and enticing;
he can almost make you want to drift about in clouds of mosquitoes and no-see-ums.”—Library Journal
Whether forging uncharted territory or slipping along marked canoe trails, Molloy guides readers
through more than 400 miles of creeks, bays, marshes, and the Gulf of Mexico. This indispensable
reference has been comprehensively updated, and now includes GPS coordinates and twelve new paddle
routes.

A Paddlers Guide to the Lake Superior National Marine Conservation Area
CLICK HERE to download two trips from Kayaking Puget Sound — "Freshwater Bay to Salt Creek" and
Rob Casey's favorite, "Deception Pass" *Kayak, canoe, and stand up padding routes that promise beauty
and adventure * Completely updated information and maps, all new photographs, and over 10 all new
trips * Revised, easier-to-use Trips-at-a-Glance chart * Originally for kayakers, info now applies to a
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range of vessels including pedaling kayaks, stand up paddleboards, canoes, row boats, shells, and even
kayak-sailing outriggers The miles of inland waterways of the Pacific Northwest are among the best in
the world for paddling. Beautiful scenery, intricate and protected waterways, and abundant marine life
define the area, while on shore are ample public parklands for camping and exploring. The 60 trips in
this extensively updated 3rd edition of the bestselling Kayaking Puget Sound & the San Juan Islands
cover the Sound's myriad islands, fjord-like canals, and inlets from Canada's Gulf Islands to the
Nisqually River Delta, including the fabulous San Juan Islands and the unique Hood Canal. Each trip
description covers all the details paddlers need to plan and complete specific tours throughout the
region. Other important updates to this 3rd edition include: modern safety tips (emphasis on proper gear
and PFDs); a list of weather resources; how to make use of cell phones and mobile apps that utilize GPS
and real-time navigational data; a resources section on kayaking training in the region through paddle
clubs, certification groups, and paddle shops; how to prepare for open water trips; new info on how to
cross into Canada; and more. Kayaking Puget Sound & the San Juan Islands, 3rd Edition, gives novice
paddlers, weekenders, and lifelong kayakers the inspiration and knowledge to get out and explore the
Northwest via its singular waterways.

Paddling Eastern North Carolina
The ultimate guide to paddling whitewater in the Carolinas, Carolina Whitewater has guided paddlers to
the best creeks and rivers in the Tar Heel and Palmetto states for over 30 years. Detailed creek and river
profiles include; Topographic-based maps Shuttle directions Gauge locations Kayakers and canoeists
will find expanded and updated information for the classic rivers, like the Nolichucky, Nantahala, and
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French Broad, as well as for several new steep runs, such as Rock house Creek, Hurricane Creek, the
Gragg Prong, and Big Hungry River. You'll also get vital information on clubs and organizations, state
water trails, and national and scenic rivers. Waterway data for each run includes; Class of difficulty
Length of the run Time to paddle Water level needed to paddle Permits required (if any) Gradient of
each run Ratings for scenery.

Maryland and Delaware Canoe Trails
This is the first and only detailed guidebook on Canada's world-renowned arctic rivers. In addition to
describing 20 rivers and how to experience them (from the Hood to the Coppermine to the Kazan), the
author also details how to prepare for an arctic canoe trip, local attractions and the heritage of the north.
An invaluable trip planning aid.

A Paddler's Guide to Algonquin Park
Fit To Paddle, the only book if its kind, is a sport-specific conditioning guide designed for use in the
home, gym, or on the water. Filled with black & white photographs, Fit to Paddle will provide valuable
information to the reader about how to create a personal conditioning program specific to kayaking,
canoeing, or rafting. Chapters include: Creating Your Program, Flexibility Training, Sun Salutation,
Endurance Training, Strength Training, Medicine Ball Training, Stability Ball Training, and a Word On
Nutrition. The book also contains sample workouts for the home, gym, and on the water. Eli Helbert, the
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two time defending world champion in the sport of open canoe rodeo, has written the preface for the
book. A world champion surf kayaker will be writing the foreword. According to the Outdoor Industry
Association, there are more than 7.9 million paddling enthusiasts and over 33 million participants in the
United States alone. A majority of these paddlers are over the age of thirty - which is the target audience
for this book. Like surfing, paddling admits only the fittest athletes to its elite levels, thus creating an
enduring demand for a book like this.

Carolina Whitewater
Newly revised guide to the best paddling trips in Southern Wisconsin, includes trip proflies of the state's
most alluring rivers.

Kayaking Puget Sound & the San Juan Islands
Pennsylvania is a paddler’s heaven and one of America’s most blessed states when it comes to total
miles of rivers and streams. Add in its many lakes, and there is quite simply all kinds and manner of
waters where you can set out in a canoe, kayak, or raft. Paddling Pennsylvania describes the best and
most accessible routes—fifty classics in all, from Lake Erie’s Presque Isle lagoons to the Allegheny
River, from the Susquehanna to the Delaware. Carefully chosen to be within the ability of most
beginning to intermediate paddlers, some routes offer wilderness paddling while others are closer to
population centers, but all feature good access points, great scenery, wildlife, and opportunities to have
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fun.

Paddler's Guide to the Sunshine State
Paddling Wisconsin pulls together 40 excellent paddling adventures, offering destinations evenly spread
throughout the state. The focus is on recreational paddling and so all trips avoid complicated put-ins,
portages, and dangerous expert sections, while offering something unique in terms of setting, geology,
and wildlife. While most trips involve rivers, there are also a few notable lake paddles that offer scenery
and exploration opportunities one won't find anywhere else. Rivers range from the mighty Mississippi to
the humble trout-waters of the White River. Each paddle provides a map of the route. Paddle summaries
– including the route itself and the character of the waterway at large – are clear and detailed so paddlers
will know exactly what toxpect. Quick information makes the logistics of each paddle clear for accurate
trip planning and includes explicit directions to landings with GPS coordinates. Short write-ups -- about
history, geology, and other attractions – are interspersed throughout the book.

Virginia Whitewater
Offers maps, descriptions of wildlife and scenery in Florida, a guide to fishing spots, and a list of rental
services for novice and experienced paddlers.

Paddling Pennsylvania
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Paddling Pacific Northwest Whitewater is the definitive guide to the best rivers and creeks for kayaking
and rafting in Washington and Oregon—home to some of the most fun (and challenging) whitewater in
the world. Including over 240 detailed run descriptions from local area paddlers who know these rivers
and creeks better than anyone else, this is the only book you’ll ever need for a lifetime’s-worth of
paddling in the Pacific Northwest. Includes… ·Run descriptions ·Shuttle directions ·Detailed maps ·Min.
and max. recommended flows ·Scouting advice ·Awesome photos ·And more!

A Paddler's Guide to Ontario's Lost Canoe Routes
Includes chapters on water safety, paddling instructions, and listings of game-fish species for each
waterway

A Paddler's Guide to the Delaware River
Grab your paddle and enjoy Illinois' beautiful rivers. This comprehensive guidebook--the only one for
Illinois--features 64 trips on 33 rivers. Rivers covered include Cashe, Des Plains, Embarras, Fox,
Galena, Mackinaw, Middle Fork, and Spoon. This is the ultimate guide for canoe or kayak enthusiasts of
all abilities.

Paddling Pacific Northwest Whitewater
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Completely updated yet again, the latest edition of Canoeing & Kayaking Florida is the most
comprehensive guide to the best of Florida's unique streams, springs, creeks, and rivers. Engaging and
concise, yet filled with carefully selected details vital to any successful Florida paddling adventure,
Canoeing & Kayaking Florida spares readers encyclopedic fluff in favor of practical, no-nonsense
information. With expanded regional maps and revised river maps, Canoeing & Kayaking Florida is
simply the best and most informative Florida paddling guide available. Several new paddling
destinations have been added to this latest edition, including waterways like Shingle Creek, where a
swift stream swishes through a cypress forest. Then there's quiet coastal Shell Creek and the mighty
Apalachicola River, a big water destination with big sandbars, big hills, and a fast current compared to
more intimate Florida waterways. Still other new streams await your arrival. For over 30 years,
Canoeing & Kayaking Florida has provided the essential information needed to paddle the waterways of
Florida. Paddling has grown steadily in Florida due in part to this excellent guidebook, the establishment
of paddling clubs, the positioning of outfitters on rivers, and population growth. The rise in the use of
recreational kayaks has also led to the rebirth of paddling's popularity. Let Canoeing & Kayaking
Florida be your guide to the paddling possibilities in the Sunshine State.

A Paddler's Guide to Killarney and the French River
Soggy Sneakers has been Oregon’s primary source of information for whitewater enthusiasts since
1980. Members of Willamette Kayak and Canoe Club—who have run nearly all of Oregon's rivers—share
their expertise and detail rapids and landmarks found on each run. There's something for everyone, from
Class 1 (flatwater) excursions to Class 5+ (most challenging) rapid-filled adventures. Headquartered in
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Corvallis, Oregon, Willamette Kayak and Canoe Club is a nonprofit organization dedicated to teaching
kayaking and canoeing skills, promoting water safety, preserving and protecting the free-flowing rivers
of Oregon, and developing the camaraderie of their sport. Learn more about them at www.wkcc.org.

Northwoods Whitewater
Premiere paddler and Texas Canoe Racing Hall of Famer Bob Spain presents a thorough and personal
guide to all aspects of canoeing. He opens with a brief history of canoes and canoe making in North
America followed by an illustrated how-to section on proper paddling technique and posture.
Instructional photos and drawings by Spain’s paddling partner and wife, Joy Emshoff, help make your
first-time paddling adventure less intimidating and more enjoyable. Readers will learn how to hold a
paddle, perform basic strokes, and improve their technique as well as gain important information on the
various types of canoes available. A handy checklist in the back of the book outlines important safety
gear and essential equipment to pack in your canoe for day trips and overnight expeditions. Both
newcomers to the sport and seasoned paddlers will find Spain’s detailed descriptions of his ten favorite
inland and coastal Texas paddling trails entertaining and helpful. He provides useful logistical
information—such as launch and take-out locations—GPS coordinates, available camping sites, and
suggestions for nearby paddling trails. These trails offer paddlers a unique opportunity to explore the
state and its varied wildlife while promoting the importance of preserving waterways. Spain concludes
with a discussion on pressing conservation issues—water pollution, urban growth, habitat destruction,
invasive species, and natural disasters—and the role ordinary people can have in protecting these natural
resources for future generations. (Printed on waterproof paper)
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Soggy Sneakers, 5th Edition
When Henry Hudson explored the Delaware River in 1609, he dubbed it “one of the finest, best, and
pleasantest rivers in the world.” Today, those same qualities make the Delaware one of the most popular
rivers for recreational use in the United States. Although in places a near-wilderness, the Delaware is
easily accessible to millions of residents. On any summer day there may be thousands of people rushing
down its exciting rapids or lazing through its serene eddies. A Paddler’s Guide to the Delaware River is
an indispensable resource for anyone who wants to experience the Delaware River in a kayak, canoe,
raft, or tube—or, for that matter, an automobile or an armchair. Reading the book is like travelling down
the river with an experienced guide. It charts the non-tidal Delaware 200 miles from Hancock, New
York, to Trenton, New Jersey, describing access points, rapids, natural features, villages, historical sites,
campgrounds, outfitters, and restaurants. The Delaware comes alive as the author introduces some of the
people, places, events, and controversies that have marked the river from earliest times to the present
day. Completely revised, the third edition offers: An overview of the river including watershed, history,
place names, paddlecraft, safety, and fishing. The River Guide: ten sections that can each be paddled in
one day (about 20 miles), with a mile-by-mile account of rapids, access, natural features, historic sites,
and other features. All new maps, with names for virtually every rapid, eddy, and other river feature,
plus detailed diagrams for routes through even the most severe rapids. Features in the River Guide
highlight the people, events, natural history, and communities that define the river experience, such as
Tom Quick, the infamous “avenger of the Delaware”; the mysterious migration of eels, the battle over
Tocks Island Dam; and many others. Appendices of Important Contacts, Outfitters and Campgrounds,
River Trip Checklists, and more. Whether you are a novice out for an afternoon float, a seasoned
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adventurer on an overnight expedition, or a resident fascinated by the lore of the Delaware Valley, this
book is an invaluable guide.

A Paddler's Guide to Ontario
Fully illustrated and comprehensive, this book is devoted to the sport of outrigger canoeing.

Fit to Paddle
Canoeing Canada's Northwest Territories
A travel guide for the paddling-inclined. The Paddler’s Guide to Michigan takes users to the best quiet
waters in the Great Lakes state, including rivers, inland lakes, and the Great Lakes. The guide is full of
helpful suggestions for how to have the best paddling trips, even at the most popular destinations. Just
because a river can be paddled, it doesn’t mean the experience will be a good one, so outdoorsman and
journalist Jeff Counts has researched and paddled all these waters to bring you tips and details to make
your outings as enjoyable as possible. He offers comprehensive information to help those who own
kayaks arrange their own trips as well as info for the more casual kayaker who wishes to work with
outfitters.
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Garden State Canoeing
A Paddlers Guide to Outrigger Canoeing
Canoeing & Kayaking Florida
With more than one hundred full-color photographs and eighty maps, a comprehensive guide to
whitewater canoeing in the region surrounding Lake Superior includes a detailed rating system to help
canoers and kayakers select the best river suited to their level of experience, as well as detailed
descriptions of numerous rivers, creeks, falls, and rapids in the area. Original.

A Paddler's Guide to the Rivers of Ontario and Quebec
Montana’s rivers hold a wealth of riches, and Paddling Montana, fully updated and revised, features
over thirty river trips for avid paddlers, floaters, and anglers. History buffs can follow the routes of
Lewis and Clark along the Missouri, the Jefferson, the Beaverhead, and the Bitterroot. Whitewater
enthusiasts can head for the Gallatin or the Madison’s Beartrap Canyon. Look inside to find: Full-color
photos GPS coordinates Detailed river descriptions Maps showing access points and river miles Level of
difficulty, optimal flows, rapids, and other hazards Who to call for up-to-the minute information on
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floating conditions A brief overview of Lewis and Clark’s historic paddle through Montana For more
than twenty-five years, FalconGuides® have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks. Written by top
experts, each guide invites you to experience the adventure and beauty of the outdoors.
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